
The Little Black Book 

Below you can find all six ‘Little Black Book’ articles posted to date and a quick reference 

list of all those horses ‘noted’ to date… 

Notebook Horses (list) 

Du Soleil; Regarding Ruth; The Hollow Ginge; Leskinfere; Sweet Vinetta; Bahama Moon; 
Cap St Vincent; Voila Eric; Arthur’s Gift; Mister Whitaker; Mon Palois; Treshnish; Highway 
Girl; Knocknamona; Pleney; Sea Story; Je Suis Charlie; Cloth Cap; Canadian George; 
Tickenwolf; Wig Wam Wiggle; Drumochter; Frankly Speaking; Reivers Lad; Le Gavroche; 
Toi Storey; Silva Eclipse; Poperinghe Ginger; Saint Leo; Elixir De Gouet 

* 

Intro 

In what will be a fortnightly feature throughout the winter jumps season we have the 
chance to delve into the notebook mind of a professional punter, who's main edge is being 
track-side on the northern circuit.  

This window into Adam's racing adventures offers us a unique insight into his race reading 
and how he pinpoints horses of interest. There are some factors -especially fitness, 
conformation and physique - that you can only see track side. This is our window into his 
world and his extensive racing knowledge.  

Every two weeks Adam will aim to highlight 4-6 horses that caught his eye from his visits to 
the races.  They will be split into 'short term' 'medium term' and 'long term' horses of 
interest, to use and refer back to as you please. This format is exclusive to this blog, as are 
some of the horses noted, but builds on Adam's own blog 'Notes from the North'. This is 
often updated after each track visit and is worth a read.  

Adam's an expert in our midst and i'm delighted to publish a free regular feature on these 
pages that will be informative, enlightening and with any luck profitable over time!  

...over to Adam.... 

* 

About me 

I've been going racing since I was a boy and have built up an understanding of what to look 
for in a horse in more than three decades at the track. I have been betting for a living since 
2014, and writing a regular blog about my days at the races. In this fortnightly diary I'll be 
pinpointing the horses that caught my eye - from those that are ready to go in next time, to 
some winners that could be more than a year in the making. Here's to a profitable winter! 

  



Article #1 

Short Term 

Du Soleil 

The novice handicap chase at Carlisle on Thursday was the most competitive of its type so 
far this term and each of the 10 runners could be fancied to collect during the course of the 
season. 

For the purposes of this column the one I’ve picked out to win next time is the heavily 
backed favourite Du Soleil, who could only manage a staying-on third after failing to land a 
blow on the winner Luckofthedraw. 

The six-year-old showed tremendous promise over timber last season despite a tendency to 
pull hard, and keenness was in evidence again here as Gavin Sheehan got him anchored in 
mid division. 

From that position he couldn’t afford any mistakes but he was poor at three successive 
obstacles as the race was starting to unfold and it’s very difficult to come from too far back, 
especially on nearly good ground, at the Cumbrian track. 

The way he made up the ground was eye-catching but the effort took its toll and the leaders 
got away before he stayed on under hands and heels. 

Soft ground holds no fears for this strong chase type while a return to a left-handed track 
may suit, with somewhere like Lingfield looking ideal. Time should prove him well-
handicapped on 120; I see him winning over 2m before stepping up in trip. 

  

Regarding Ruth 

The mares’ bumper at Carlisle was a competitive race of its type and none was more eye-
catching than the Lucy Wadham-trained Regarding Ruth, who attracted support at long 
odds beforehand. 

An OK sort that looked pretty forward in the paddock, she lost all chance when impeded at 
the start losing at least 10 lengths on the field. 

Nevertheless, a circuit later she was seen moving stylishly through the pack to throw down a 
challenge to the winner Mega Yeats, before the effort proved too much and she faded to 
finish fourth. 

As a daughter of Flemensfirth out of a half-sister to the likes of Fagan and Creevytennant, 
the four-year-old is one to look out for as she heads over timber in the coming weeks, if the 
ground turns soft she looks to have enough pace to win over the minimum trip, but further 
will suit. 



 Medium Term 

The Hollow Ginge 

After winning on his hurdling debut last season the five-year-old had a relatively light 
campaign by trainer Nigel Twiston-Davies’s standards, running a further four times without 
troubling the judge. 

However, excuses could be made for each subsequent defeat and his return to action at 
Hexham suggests a successful season could be in store. 

Such were the conditions in Northumberland that any horse could be excused a poor run, 
but The Hollow Ginge acquitted himself well despite, in my opinion, not acting particularly 
well on the unique undulations. 

Even in poor conditions, 3m simply isn’t far enough for this stamina-laden five-year-old and 
he should only be supported in the most testing circumstances. 

A current mark of 123 is probably a fair representation of what he has achieved so far, but I 
don’t think he has been seen to be best effect. For what it’s worth, he doesn’t have an 
enormous amount of physical scope, he is not a chaser of the future so this season and next 
he should win races when conditions suit. 

Leskinfere 

Followers of my blog may already be aware of this five-year-old, who I put forward as a 
staying hurdler to follow this season prior to his curtain-raiser at Carlisle. 

While he looks to be well-handicapped, it was hugely surprising to see him heavily 
supported into 3/1 favouritism from double figure morning prices as conditions did not look 
in his favour. 

The Darsi gelding was never going the pace over a trip short of his best, on ground that was 
drying all the time, while earlier paddock inspection revealed that, in common with all those 
from the Greenall yard, the run would bring him on. 

Having passed several on the run-in to finish never-nearer fifth, it’s clear the further he goes 
the better he will be be, and soft ground also looks essential. 

Sean Bowen looked like an embarrassed radish on dismounting, so it wouldn’t be surprising 
if cheekpieces were enlisted at some stage to assist the rider. Don’t be put off, this horse 
will be winning races when the mud starts to fly. 

  

 

 



Long term 

Sweet Vinetta 

Trainer Gilian Boanas hasn’t been left with a great deal of ammunition after taking over 
from Keith Reveley, but this filly has shown enough in a couple of runs in bumpers and also 
over hurdles to suggest she’s one to put in the locker. 

A compact but well made filly by Fair Mix, she was understandably never sighted behind 
Simply The Betts at Hexham, but hit the line harder than most and will come into her own as 
the emphasis on stamina increases. 

The dam had a similar profile prior to winning over an intermediate trip, but a promising 
career was cut short by injury shortly after. 

It is to be hoped that Sweet Vinetta will get the chance to prove herself at a modest level in 
the coming years, and if she isn’t forward enough to make her mark this season she should 
not be forgotten as the new decade looms into view. 

 

Article #2 

Short term 

Bahama Moon 

This six-year-old did well on the level for David Barron, winning three times from marks of 
around 80 when the mud was flying. 

Having changed hands last year, he showed very little in novice events for new trainer Jonjo 
O’Neill but there were signs that his turn is near after an eye-catching run at Carlisle on 
Sunday. 

Seen to be carrying condition beforehand and weak in the market, he travelled strongly on 
his first start in a handicap before getting outpaced as the race developed around him 
approaching the second last flight. 

Staying on stoutly behind a couple of solid yardsticks, he looks poised to strike from a mark 
of 99 (may go up 1lb) next time providing the rain eventually arrives. The minimum trip 
should prove ideal. 

  

 

 



Medium term 

Cap St Vincent 

This big, out-and-out chasing type made an eye-catching debut at Southwell on October 25 
and should be kept on side in the coming weeks and months. 

An unconsidered 33/1 shot, the five-year-old was held up a long way off a furious pace 
forced by fancied stablemate Chozen, in what was essentially a school round under David 
Noonan. 

The youngster had been headstrong in several starts over timber last term, thus the tactic 
was understandable on his chasing debut in conditions that were sharp enough. 

He only appeared to make one jumping blemish, but looked a safe conveyance and stayed 
on nicely considering he looked burly beforehand. 

He looks nicely handicapped, particularly on the form shown at Ffos Las behind the now 
132-rated Luckofthedraw, and appears to go on most types of ground. 

The reason he is in this section is that we haven’t seen him involved at the business end of a 
race yet, so evidence he can find for pressure would be helpful, while it’s also unclear as to 
his ideal trip, as he should relish 2m4f a little further down the line. 

Voila Eric 

Another one from the Southwell meeting, this time in the bumper where this son of Bollin 
Eric made quite an impression in the paddock, having loads of size and scope. 

What’s more, he looked quite forward on his first outing since presumably going wrong in a 
Chepstow bumper more than 18 months ago, so connections could be in for an exciting 
season. 

Keen early on, it would have been understandable had he been swamped in the final two 
furlongs but he kept on nicely to take third place behind a couple with previous experience. 

Bought out of a maiden Point after chasing home Report To Base (now rated 139) it would 
be surprising if connections didn’t turn their sights immediately to obstacles considering the 
time lost to injury. 

He should have no problem picking up a hurdle race, however from an in-form yard adept at 
placing horses to good effect, he could easily make his mark over fences sooner rather than 
later. 

  

 



Update 

The Hollow Ginge 

Ran another nice race behind some well-handicapped sorts at Aintree, where once again he 
proved one-paced on ground livelier than ideal. He’ll collect this winter when the mud is 
flying. 

Long term 

Arthur’s Gift 

Nigel Twiston-Davies doesn’t spare his horses and this son of Presenting won three times 
last winter in a nine-race campaign, experience which is likely to stand him in good stead 
over fences. 

He made a very pleasing start over larger obstacles at Aintree in a race that looked strong 
for the time of year, jumping professionally and staying on at one pace into fourth behind 
Molly The Dolly. 

Softer conditions are known to suit the seven-year-old and he showed abundant stamina 
when winning at Cheltenham in December, and resumes this season only 2lb above that 
successful mark. 

I can envisage seeing him landing another two or three races this winter when the emphasis 
is on stamina, and he’s just the type to take in the RSA Chase on the way to tackling a big 
spring handicap like the Scottish National. 

Mister Whitaker 

Size, scope, cruising speed, a very sound jumper, turn of foot, good attitude. What’s not to 
like about this Cheltenham Festival winner, who improved again to land the Colin Parker 
Memorial from a really solid yardstick in Happy Diva. 

While he looked fit, I didn’t think he would have the basic speed to hang with Cyrname on 
quick enough ground on a sharp jumping track like Carlisle, but his agility and jumping 
prowess kept him on terms throughout. 

A slight error three out put him momentarily on the back foot but he was soon on an even 
keel and after pinging the last he quickly put the race to bed. 

I like the fact that he doesn’t do a lot in front, which means his jockey can allow the race to 
develop without having to exert extra energy, and when ridden this way it’s often very 
difficult to get a handle on how good a horse can be. 

The absolute clincher here is that Mister Whitaker is bred to stay extremely well; his half-
brother stayed marathon distances while he is by Court Cave, whose progeny have stamina 
programmed in their DNA. 



That makes this horse something of a freak. Clearly happy at 2m4f on good ground, he 
should relish trips in excess of 3m and that of course brings in the Cheltenham Gold Cup in 
2020. You have been warned. 

 Article #3 

Short Term 

Mon Palois (Market Rasen, Nov 8) 

It had been a while since I’d seen Kim Bailey’s six-year-old but once again I marked him 
down as a decent, athletic sort and he performed with credit behind two horses at the top 
of their game in Some Chaos and The Two Amigos. 

Despite being beaten 10L and 9L he shaped much better than that on chase debut and was 
clearly the third best horse in the race, once again suggesting that the 3m+ trip stretched 
him a little. 

His French breeders tried to inject some pace into the hurdle-winning dam by Cadoudal, and 
although Mon Palois picked up a Point win two years ago, he may prove better over 
intermediate trips. 

Jockey David Bass also reported that the gelding hung left throughout, and a scan through 
the form suggests a return to going the other way round will be of great benefit. 

While he won his Wetherby bumper in soft ground, he will be best kept away from the 
extremes this winter, but having been dropped another 1lb for this latest effort, he looks 
poised to strike for a fourth time under rules. 

  

Treshnish (Carlisle Nov 12) 

Sue Smith’s strapping five-year-old has now shown improved form in two starts over fences 
suggesting a return to the winners’ enclosure is imminent. 

Bred for the Flat, he immediately proved himself in the National Hunt sphere with two 
triumphs over timber last winter, but he is a chaser on looks and didn’t put a foot wrong 
behind Highway One O One and Dolos at the Cumbrian track. 

His future is, to some extent, in the hands of the assessor as he could be raised around 5lb 
for this latest effort – form that looks rock solid - but such an impost should not put us off 
backing him next time. 

I’d expect him to excel away from the constant twists and turns of Carlisle, while soft ground 
and 2m would appear to be optimum conditions for the time being. 

  



Medium Term 

Highway Girl (Wetherby Nov 17) 

A half-sister to the decent Nightline and Nightfly (both by Midnight Legend), this daughter 
of Kayf Tara arguably has more about her physically than that pair and looks a mare to 
follow. 

The form of the Wetherby novice hurdle won by Captain Zebo may not amount to much in 
the scheme of things, but this good strong five-year-old got no sort of ride and was easily 
the second-best horse on the day. 

Jumping and travelling well on her seasonal return, she was never asked to make ground 
when the raced unfolded, with the jockey seemingly losing a good position on the outside 
having not been aware that the second-last flight was being omitted. 

All that is by-the-by now of course, but we shouldn’t let this seemingly modest effort go 
unconsidered; she is way better than this bare form and while probably a bit one-paced, 
granted a decent enough stamina test she’ll be winning sooner rather than later, and will 
jump a fence in time. 

  

Knocknamona (Wetherby Nov 17) 

Micky Hammond’s handicap chaser seems to have been around forever, however last 
season was his first over the larger obstacles and he looks set for another solid campaign. 

Despite landing a gamble over hurdles he remained on a low mark prior to racking up a four-
timer last winter, proving himself a very sound jumper and revelling in the mud. 

The last of those wins came over 3m and he remains unexposed over the trip, while he ran 
off a mark just 3lb higher than that success on Saturday. 

He looked as good as I’ve seen him prior to this never-nearer fifth behind Miles To Milan, 
and while that form is modest to say the least, I’d be surprised if this seven-year-old can’t 
pick up another Class 4 event before going up in grade. 

Providing we ever get any rain, that is. 

Update 

Cap St Vincent (NTO winner) 

Immediately rewarded us with a fluent victory at Ludlow last week, surviving a scare three 
out to win cosily. He looks to have plenty in hand at present and can take the rise in weight 
in his stride. 



Voila Eric 

I’m surprised they ran him in another bumper on Saturday as he’s a big horse crying out for 
obstacles. The way he checked out suggests he might have bounced, and I’ll have no 
hesitation in considering a bet next time providing he’s given at least a month off and sent 
over hurdles. 

Long Term 

Pleney (Wetherby Nov 17)  

This quite athletic, backward sort caught the eye in the paddock and on the track as one to 
put in a time capsule for the long term. 

Having not gone without promise in a pair of bumpers, Tim Vaughan’s four-year-old was 
unconsidered for the novice hurdle mentioned earlier, won by Captain Zebo. 

Unsurprisingly, he didn’t show an awful lot, looking green throughout and held together 
under a sympathetic ride. 

By Martaline out of an Oscar mare that has produced three decent winners in Ireland, 
stamina will be this fellow’s forte but it’s unlikely to be put to the test as he works towards a 
handicap mark in the coming months. 

Shrewd connections will know when the time to strike is upon them – make sure you’re on 
board. 

Update 

Mr Whitaker 

I hope you weren’t drawn into backing him in the big race on Saturday. I think he’s better 
than a handicapper and I’m surprised they didn’t stick to conditions races. He’s also best 
with time between his races, and hopefully he can get back on track over the festive period. 
The Ryanair Chase remains an obvious target come March. 

* 

 

 

 

 

 



Article #4 

Short Term 

Sea Story (Southwell - Nov 20) 

The first five home in a competitive mares novice hurdle should be worth a second look next 
time but it is this daughter of Black Sam Bellamy that stands out as one to keep firmly on 
side. 

A dual bumper winner, she showed a fine attitude in defying her penalty at Catterick with 
the field strung out behind, and was considered good enough to contest the hot Aintree 
bumper in April. 

However, she is bred and built to tackle obstacles and almost poached this seasonal debut 
(nicely backed) from the front, eventually being outpaced from the last by an improving 
mare in Kimberley Point. 

There was certainly no disgrace in this defeat, and provided she is stepped up in trip next 
time, could be a bit of value if going up against one with a reputation from a powerful yard. 

Je Suis Charlie (Catterick – Nov 23) 

He may not have beaten much in defying a penalty to land a Catterick novice hurdle, but the 
manner of the performance suggests a decent northern handicap could be his for the taking. 

Rated as high as 80 on the Flat, John Quinn’s four-year-old has had a bit of a hit-and-miss 
career over timber thus far, but wind surgery looks to have inspired a chunk of 
improvement. 

His keen-going nature may also have been a factor in previously weak finishing efforts, but 
such a strong travelling type should be suited to the more competitive handicap sphere. 

The other factor to consider is his hugely improved jumping, which was flawless at Catterick, 
and all told a 5lb rise to 120 leaves him well placed to attack good handicaps at such as 
Musselburgh and Doncaster in the coming weeks. 

Mid term 

Cloth Cap (Catterick – Nov 23) 

There was plenty to be taken from Catterick’s first jumps meeting of the season and this is 
another winner on the card that simply must be followed. 

An embryo chaser over hurdles last year, connections have wasted little time in sending the 
six-year-old over the larger obstacles and he’s now won two of his first three, with much 
more to come. 



Ridden with confidence in this Class 3 event, Richie McLernon seemed keen to hold onto his 
charge for as long as possible and he looked to have plenty left in the locker in repelling a 
decent benchmark in Red Giant, the pair hitting the line hard. 

A son of Beneficial, he may be best away from the worst of the winter ground, but he looks 
an ideal type for the Skybet Chase at the end of January - providing he doesn’t win by too 
far on his next outing, as he’s gone up 9lb for this success to 134. 

Canadian George (Catterick - Nov 23) 

This horse was first spotted at Redcar in May but he failed to progress on the Flat and was 
eventually bought out of a seller by current connections last month. 

He’s already had three runs in juvenile hurdles in November and has been allotted a mark of 
100, which compares quite favourably with a Flat rating of 67. 

A horse with a bit of size and scope, his shrewd yard may give him another couple of runs to 
get that mark even further down before looking to recoup their £8000 outlay. 

Juveniles receive a very handy allowance from their elders in handicaps this side of 
Christmas and it wouldn’t be any surprise if they went for a touch with him over the festive 
season. 

Update 

Cap St Vincent 

Followed up his Ludlow win with a similarly facile success at Musselburgh. Can take a step 
up in class in his stride and is one to keeping backing. 

Leskinfere 

A bit surprising that he was sent over fences next time out and he didn’t jump well at all. 
Maybe he’ll improve in that department but he didn’t show any encouragement and 
hopefully they’ll shelve a chasing career for now. The yard remains pretty quiet. 

Long Term 

Tickenwolf (Hexham – Nov 21) 

This section is usually reserved for unexposed novices but this week we have an ageing 
handicap chaser in Tickenwolf, a Hexham specialist who is likely to look very well 
handicapped when the good ground returns in the spring. 

Micky Hammond’s grey isn’t the most reliable and isn’t a horse I’ve been keen to follow 
before, but a running pattern has clearly emerged where he reserves his best for the 
undulations of the Northumberland venue, when the ground is good and he is faced with a 
stamina test. 



Well-backed in the four-miler there last week, the ground had turned against him and he 
was pulled up after jumping and travelling well for the first half of the race. 

I wouldn’t be interested in anything he does this winter, but is one to stick in the locker for 
April/May next year. 

* 

Article #5 

Short term 

Wig Wam Wiggle (Wetherby Dec 8) 

Micky Hammond’s horses are starting to show a few signs of form and there was plenty in 
this one’s performance to suggest a successful season could be in the offing in staying 
hurdles. 

A winner in bottomless ground at Hexham last November, the son of Mahler hadn’t been 
seen since but really took the eye in quite a competitive little race, every inch a chaser in the 
making. 

After travelling well for over a circuit, the six-year-old showed signs of inexperience with a 
couple of mid-race blunders, after which he was allowed to come in his own time. 

Brought along quietly after showing ability in his first bumper start, he now looks more the 
finished article and it will be astounding if he can’t do some serious damage returning from 
a perch of 91. 

Drumochter (Hexham Dec 12) 

A 10f winner on the level for Charles Hills in 2017, the daughter of Bated Breath has quickly 
made up into a promising hurdler for Sam England and can now move into handicaps after 
this third start. 

Held up off a slow pace in a weak-looking five runner mares hurdle, she didn’t really get the 
chance to show her true worth behind the well-backed winner Derriana Spirit, who got first 
run. 

Having previously caught the eye at Wetherby, an opening mark of 107 perhaps doesn’t 
leave quite as much room for manoeuvre as originally hoped, however the stable is in good 
order at present. 

Likely to prove best over the minimum trip, with soft ground fine. 

 

 



Update 

Mon Palois 

Has been raised 4lb despite getting the worst of a three-way argument when falling two out 
at Wetherby, with a concern that anything worse than good to soft doesn’t suit, so possibly 
one to watch next time. 

Regarding Ruth 

Out of her depth in a Listed bumper next time but clearly shows plenty at home and remains 
one to be interested in when sent over hurdles. 

Sea Story 

Bitterly disappointing at Kelso where the step up in trip was sure to suit, to the extent that 
hopefully they found something to excuse the effort. She is worth another chance and has 
an opening mark of 112. 

Medium Term 

Frankly Speaking (Wetherby Dec 8) 

The novices handicap chase over 3m was competitive for the track and with the front pair 
drawing clear the form looks solid, and there was plenty of promise in behind progressive 
winner Skipthescales. 

This eight-year-old is late to chasing, however he had never even run over obstacles this 
time last year so is clearly playing catch-up after an injury kept him off the course for 18 
months. 

Twice a runner-up over timber in deep ground last winter, the son of Flemensfirth looks a 
dour stayer and shaped nicely in fourth on this occasion, jumping notably well barring one 
mistake on ground no worse than good to soft. 

The few winners trainer Tom Symonds has come largely in the winter months, and this 
strong, well made horse looks poised to strike when faced with a real test of stamina at 
somewhere like Hereford. 

Reivers Lad (Newcastle Dec 13) 

Often there’s ‘no profit in the obvious’, however victory at Newcastle last week carried so 
much promise that it would be churlish to leave out Nicky Richards’ novice chaser despite a 
subsequent 7lb rise. 

A bumper and triple novice hurdle winner in heavy ground, the seven-year-old defied an 18 
month absence to beat a decent looking field with plenty to spare, showing more speed 
than expected. 



A good looking, strong horse who seemed likely to come on for the run, he jumped and 
travelled well throughout the 2m contest on ground that was no worse than good based on 
times throughout the day. 

Bred to stay 3m, it was a truly exceptional performance in the circumstances and it would 
be no surprise to see him end up at the Aintree National meeting again, having collected at 
least a couple more times in the interim. 

Long Term 

Le Gavroche (Newcastle Dec 13) 

In old money this project has half a dozen ‘duck eggs’ against his name, which suits just fine, 
as there’s definitely a racehorse in there somewhere. 

Having cost E39k as a store, he might have shown a little more ability on the track thus far, 
however he is a staying chaser in the making and is sensibly being brought along quietly by a 
trainer with time on her side. 

Currently racing from a mark that bears no relation to what he has shown (down 4lb 
subsequently), there will be a point where a falling rating will be crossed by an improvement 
in form, probably over a distance of ground. 

After a breakthrough winter the Rose Dobbin stable has had a quiet time of things lately, 
with only two winners in nearly five months. When things turn, expect this Flemensfirth 
gelding to be ready make his mark. 

Update 

Arthur’s Gift 

Five horses came out of his Aintree race and won next time, and he remains of huge interest 
when stepping back up in trip on soft ground throughout this winter and into spring. 

* 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Article #6  

Short Term 

Toi Storey (Hexham Dec 20) 

What this horse lacks in size he more than makes up for in ability and after three sound 

efforts in novice hurdles he looks one to follow. 

Not placed to challenge at big odds on all three starts, the son of Winged Love took a big 

step forward behind a couple of very nice northern prospects in Highland Hunter and Stoney 

Rover at the Northumberland track. 

He is not in the same league as them physically, and yet was less than seven lengths behind 

the useful winner at the line. 

An opening mark of 112 could be on the lenient side and trainer Rebecca Menzies, whose 

horses are running well this winter, has the option of looking for a weak novice or going 

down the handicap route. 

Silva Eclipse (Haydock Dec 22) 

Sue Smith has had a fairly quiet time of it but there have been signs of an uptick in form in 

the past couple of weeks and this grey gelding looks set to win again soon. 

The six-year-old ran up a hat-trick for Jedd O’Keeffe in the summer of 2016 (latterly over 2m 

off 77) and a year later made a successful debut over timber for the yard before being 

transferred to Smith. 

He has done little wrong for his new handler without winning, sidelined for much of last 

year after flopping when favourite at Catterick in January, a race that probably came too 

soon anyway. 

Not without quirks, he really looked to have grown physically on this third outing of the 

season and proved stamina was his forte as he chased home a well handicapped sort in The 

Hollow Ginge (highlighted in this column). 

He is going to look well in from a mark of 122 next time he runs and this future chaser 

shouldn’t be missed. 

 

 

 



Update 

Regarding Ruth  (#1) 

Fakenham over 2m was always going to be on the tight side for the daughter of 

Flemensfirth, especially on good ground, but she showed more than enough in third to 

suggest her turn is very close. 

Wig Wam Wiggle (#5) 

Well backed at big odds at Wetherby but jumping fell apart from halfway and he needs to 

sharpen up on that if he’s to get back on the up. He is another that may need bog-like 

conditions (down 3lb to 88). 

Treshnish (#3) 

Won nicely at Newcastle before Christmas but was turned out again a week later and the 

run clearly came too soon, while a return to a much softer surface will also suit and he 

remains one to keep onside. 

Medium Term 

Poperinghe Ginger (Haydock Dec 22) 

A strong, enthusiastic mare, this six-year-old is building a solid portfolio and looks well 

capable of picking up a race or two this winter. 

Outpaced, but not disgraced, in decent bumpers, the daughter of Beneficial made her 

introduction to hurdles in a Listed race and once again showed promise behind some very 

decent sorts. 

A mistake mid-race and some other novicey leaps undermined her effort but she came 

home well and she has plenty of scope for improvement in that department. 

Having started at big prices on all four runs to date, and having finished a distant sixth of 

seven here, she is likely to go under the radar in the coming weeks, but she looks poised to 

take a big step forward at some point. 

Saint Leo (Wetherby Dec 27) 

Already a five-time winner in his native France, this well-related six-year-old is reportedly 

highly regarded by new handler Sandy Thomson and looks sure to win races. 

Much like ill-fated sibling Mon Successeur he’s a keen going sort that should be suited by 

the minimum trip for now, and he stepped up on his opening effort when finishing fourth in 

the Castleford Chase back over 2m. 



Jumping very soundly, he couldn’t quite reach the front rank having been held up on ground 

that was probably lively enough. 

Having been dropped another 2lb for this effort, he should be found a decent opportunity in 

the coming months, especially if/when the mud starts to fly.  

Update 

Frankly Speaking (#5) 

In at the deep end in the Mandarin Chase and dropped another 2lb for his pains. We haven’t 

really had bottomless ground yet this winter but he should thrive if and when it arrives. 

Long Term 

Elixir De Gouet (Haydock Dec 22) 

This fine looking specimen really caught the eye on his debut for Venetia Williams and it’s 

likely that his appearance in the paddock resulted in him being forced into favouritism for a 

competitive handicap. 

A mid-race blunder effectively ended his chance and he wasn’t given a hard time thereafter, 

although connections will be disappointed that his mark remains on 134, which is likely to 

be too high at this early stage of his career. 

Having won a three-runner chase in his native France, he is still able to run in novice races 

this season, and with his size and scope I’d expect him to remain in this sphere rather than 

return to hurdles. 

Purchased for 75k euros at Arqana in November, this very nice youngster is likely to need 

time to acclimatise in the UK but is one to remember next winter, whatever he achieves this time 

around. 

* 

Thanks for reading and see you al soon, 
Adam 

Adam's blog: HERE>> 

Adam on Twitter: HERE>>> 

Racing to Profit free email list HERE>>> (i'll be emailing out each article Mon-Wed when 
posted) 
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